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Abstract
Theoretical predictions for the nucleon-induced deuteron breakup process based on solutions of the three-nucleon Faddeev equation including
such relativistic features as the relativistic kinematics and boost effects are presented. Large changes of the breakup cross section in some complete
configurations are found at higher energies. The predicted relativistic effects, which are mostly of dynamical origin, seem to be supported by
existing data.
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Open access under CC BY license.Recent studies of elastic nucleon–deuteron (Nd) scattering
and nucleon-induced deuteron breakup revealed a number of
cases where the nonrelativistic description based only on pair-
wise nucleon–nucleon (NN) forces is insufficient to explain the
three-nucleon (3N) data. This happens in spite of the fact, that
these high precision NN potentials describe very well the NN
data set to about 350 MeV laboratory energy. Those findings
extended exploration of the properties of three-nucleon forces
(3NFs) to the reactions in the 3N continuum. Such forces ap-
pear for the first time in the 3N system where they provide an
additional contribution to a predominantly pairwise potential
energy of three nucleons. Generally speaking, the studied dis-
crepancies between a theory based only on NN potentials and
experiment become larger for increasing energy of the 3N sys-
tem. Adding a 3N force to the pairwise interactions leads in
some cases to a better description of the data. The best stud-
ied example is the discrepancy for the elastic angular distri-
bution in the region of its minimum and at backward angles
[1–3]. This clear discrepancy can be removed at energies below
≈100 MeV by adding 3NFs to the nuclear Hamiltonian. Such
a 3NF, mostly of the 2π -exchange character, must be adjusted
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Open access under CC BY license.individually with each NN potential to the experimental bind-
ing energy of 3H and 3He. At energies higher than ≈100 MeV
current 3NFs improve only partially the description of cross
section data and the remaining discrepancies, which increase
with energy, indicate the possibility of relativistic effects. The
need for a relativistic description of 3N scattering was also
raised when precise measurements of the total cross section
for neutron–deuteron (nd) interaction [4] were analyzed within
the framework of the nonrelativistic Faddeev calculations [5].
Also there the NN forces alone were insufficient to describe the
data above ≈100 MeV. The effects due to relativistic kinemat-
ics considered in Ref. [5] were comparable at higher energies
to the effects due to 3NFs. This demonstrates the importance
of a study taking relativistic effects in the 3N continuum into
account.
Investigation of relativistic effects was focused up to now
only on the bound state of three-nucleons. However, even sign
of relativistic contribution to the 3N binding energy is uncertain
(see [13] and references therein). Recently, first results of rel-
ativistic 3N Faddeev calculations for the elastic Nd scattering
have become available [6]. The relativistic formulation applied
was of the instant form of relativistic dynamics [7]. A start-
ing point of this formulation for 3N scattering is the Lorentz-
boosted NN potential V (k, k′; P) which generates the two-
nucleon (2N) boosted t matrix t (k, k′; P) in a moving frame
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t (k, k′; P)
= V (k, k′; P)
(1)
+
∫
d3k′′ V (
k, k′′; P)t (k′′, k′; P)√(
2ω(k′))2 + P 2 −√(2ω(k′′))2 + P 2 + i .
The NN potential in an arbitrary moving frame V ( P ) is ob-
tained from the interaction v defined in the two-nucleon c.m.
system by [8]
(2)V ( P ) ≡
√(
2ω(k) + v)2 + P 2 −√(2ω(k))2 + P 2.
The relativistic kinetic energy of three equal mass (m) nucleons
in their c.m. system can be expressed by the relative momen-
tum k in one of the two-body subsystems and momentum of
the third nucleon q (the total momentum of the two-body sub-
system is then P = −q) as
(3)H0 =
√(
2ω(k))2 + q2 +√m2 + q2,
where 2ω(k) ≡ 2
√
m2 + k2 is the momentum-dependent 2N
mass operator.
The Nd scattering with neutrons and protons interacting
through a NN potential V alone is described in terms of a
breakup operator T satisfying the Faddeev-type integral equa-
tion [9,10]
(4)T |φ〉 = tP |φ〉 + tPG0T |φ〉.
The permutation operator P = P12P23 + P13P23 is given in
terms of the transpositions Pij , which interchange nucleons i
and j . The incoming state |φ〉 ≡ |q0〉|φd〉 describes the free
nucleon–deuteron motion with the relative momentum q0 and
the deuteron wave function |φd〉. The G0 ≡ 1E+i−H0 is the free
3N propagator with total 3N c.m. energy E expressed in terms
of the initial neutron momentum q0 relative to the deuteron
(5)E =
√
(Md)2 + q20 +
√
m2 + q20 ,
where Md is the deuteron rest mass.
The transition operators for elastic scattering, U , and break-
up, U0, are given in terms of T by [9,10]
(6)U = PG−10 + PT, U0 = (1 + P)T .
The state U0|φ〉 is projected onto the state |φ0〉 which describes
the free motion of the three outgoing nucleons in the 3N c.m.
system in terms of the relative momentum of the 2N subsystem
k3N c.m.(2–3), defined in the 3N c.m., and momentum of the
spectator nucleon q defined above: |φ0〉 ≡ |k3N c.m.(2–3) q〉1.
This leads to the breakup transition amplitude
(7)〈φ0|U0|φ〉 =
∑
i
i
〈k3N c.m.(j–k) qi∣∣T |φ〉.
The choice of the relative momentum k in the NN c.m.
subsystem and the momentum q of the spectator nucleon inthe 3N c.m. system to describe configuration of three nucle-
ons is the most convenient in the relativistic case. In the non-
relativistic limit the momentum k reduces to the standard Ja-
cobi momentum p [10]. To solve Eq. (4) numerically partial
wave decomposition is still required. The standard partial wave
states |pqα〉 ≡ |pq(ls)j (λ 12 )IJ (t 12 )T 〉 [10], however, are gen-
eralized in the relativistic case due to the choice of the NN-
subsystem momentum k and the total spin s both defined in
the NN c.m. system. This lead to Wigner spin rotations when
boosting to the 3N c.m. system [6,7], resulting in a more com-
plex form for the permutation matrix element [6] than used in
the nonrelativistic case [10]. A restricted relativistic calculation
with j < 2 partial wave states showed that Wigner spin rota-
tions have only negligible effects [6]. Due to this we neglected
the Wigner rotations completely in the present study. To achieve
converged results at energies up to ≈250 MeV all partial wave
states with total angular momenta of the 2N subsystem up to
j  5 have to be used and all total angular momenta of the 3N
system up to J = 25/2 taken into account. This leads to a sys-
tem of up to 143 coupled integral equations in two continuous
variables for a given total angular momentum J and total parity
π = (−)l+λ of the 3N system. For the details of our relativistic
formulation and of the numerical performance in the relativistic
and nonrelativistic cases we refer to Refs. [6,9,10].
In the present study we applied as a dynamical input a rel-
ativistic interaction v generated from the nonrelativistic NN
potential CDBonn [11] according to the analytical prescription
of Ref. [12]. This analytical transformation allows to obtain an
exactly on-shell equivalent to the CDBonn relativistic potential
v which provides the corresponding relativistic t matrix. The
boosted potential was not treated in all its complexity as given
in Ref. [13] but a restriction to the leading order term in a P/ω
and v/ω expansion was made
(8)V (k, k′; P) = v(k, k′)
[
1 − P
2
8
√
m2 + k2
√
m2 + (k′)2
]
.
The quality of such an approximation has been checked by
calculating the deuteron wave function φd(k) of the deuteron
moving with momentum P for a number of values correspond-
ing to incoming nucleon lab. energy 250 MeV. The resulting
deuteron binding energies and the deuteron D-state probabili-
ties for the deuteron in motion are close to the values for the
deuteron at rest.
In Fig. 1 we show the nucleon angular distribution for elastic
nucleon–deuteron scattering at ENlab = 250 MeV. It is seen that,
like in a study of Nd elastic scattering in Ref. [6] where the
AV18 [14] NN potential instead of CDBonn have been used,
relativistic effects for the cross section are restricted only to the
backward angles where relativity increases the nonrelativistic
cross section. At other angles the effects are small. In spite of
the fact that the relativistic phase-space factor increases with
energy faster than the nonrelativistic one (at 250 MeV their ra-
tio amounts to 1.175), the relativistic nuclear matrix element
outweighs this increase and leads for the cross section in a wide
angular range to a relatively small relativistic effect.
376 H. Witała et al. / Physics Letters B 634 (2006) 374–377Fig. 1. Differential cross section for elastic Nd scattering at 250 MeV. The
dashed and solid lines are the results of the relativistic and nonrelativistic Fad-
deev calculations based on the NN potential CDBonn. The pd data are from
[19].
The breakup reaction with three free outgoing nucleons in
the final state provides a unique possibility to access the ma-
trix elements of the breakup operator T with specific values
of momenta |k| and |q| in a pointwise manner. Each exclusive
breakup configuration specified completely by 3N c.m. mo-
menta ki of outgoing nucleons requires three matrix elements
i〈k(kj , kk), q = ki |T |φ〉 with (i, j, k) = (1,2,3) and cyclical
permutations, and k and q providing the total 3N c.m. energy
(9)E =
√
4
(
m2 + k2)+ q2 +√m2 + q2.
This is entirely different from the elastic scattering where, due
to continuum momentum distribution of nucleons inside the
deuteron a broad range of |k|- and |q|-values contributes to the
elastic scattering transition matrix element. That particular se-
lectivity of the breakup singles out this reaction as a tool to look
for localized effects which when averaged are difficult to see in
elastic scattering.
This selectivity of breakup helps to reveal relativistic effects
in the 3N continuum. Even at relatively low incoming nucleon
energy ENlab = 65 MeV they can be clearly seen in cross sec-
tions of some exclusive breakup configurations as exampled in
Figs. 2 and 3. For the configuration of Fig. 2 the angles of the
two outgoing protons detected in coincidence were chosen in
such a way that for the arc-length S ≈ 30 MeV all three nucle-
ons have equal momenta which in the 3N c.m. system lie in the
plane perpendicular to the beam direction (symmetrical space
star (SSS) condition). For the configuration from Fig. 3 at the
value of S ≈ 46 MeV the third, not observed nucleon is at rest
in lab. system (quasi-free scattering (QFS) geometry). In these
two breakup configurations the inclusion of relativity lowers the
cross section: by ≈8% in the case of SSS and by ≈10% in the
case of QFS. In the lower parts of Figs. 2 and 3 contributions
to this effect due to kinematics and dynamics are shown. TheFig. 2. Five-fold differential cross section d5σ/dΩ1 dΩ2 dS as a function of
arc-length S for the SSS configuration (see text) of d(p, pp)n reaction at 65 MeV.
The lab. angles of the outgoing protons are θ1 = θ2 = 54◦ and φ12 = 120◦ . The
solid and dashed lines are the results of the nonrelativistic and relativistic Fad-
deev calculations based on the NN potential CDBonn. The 65 MeV pd data are
from [16]. The lower part shows the ratios of the relativistic and nonrelativis-
tic phase-space factors (dashed line) and of the cross sections divided by the
corresponding phase-space factor (solid line).
Fig. 3. The same as in Fig. 2 for the QFS geometry (see text). The lab. angles of
the outgoing protons are θ1 = θ2 = 44◦ and φ12 = 180◦ . The 65 MeV pd data
are from [17].
five-fold differential cross section can be written as
(10)d
5σ
dΩ1 dΩ2 dS
=
( ∑
min,mout
∣∣〈φ0|U0|φ〉∣∣2
)
ρkin,
with the kinematical factor ρkin containing the phase-space fac-
tor and the initial flux. The transition probability for breakup
|〈φ0|U0|φ〉|2, averaged over the initial min and summed over
H. Witała et al. / Physics Letters B 634 (2006) 374–377 377Fig. 4. Five-fold differential cross section d5σ/dΩ1 dΩ2 dE1 as a function
of energy of the detected proton E1 for d(p, pn)p reaction at 200 MeV. The
polar lab. angle of the outgoing proton and neutron is θ1 = 52◦ and θ2 = 45◦ ,
respectively. The azimuthal angle φ12 = 180◦ . For the description of lines and
the bottom part see Fig. 2. The data are from [18].
final mout sets of particles spin projections, forms the dynam-
ical part of the cross section. In the lower parts of figures the
ratio of the relativistic to the nonrelativistic kinematical factor
ρrelkin/ρ
nrel
kin as a function of S is shown by the dashed line. The
corresponding ratio for the dynamical parts of the cross section
is shown by the solid line. As seen in Fig. 3 for the QFS con-
figuration the whole effect is due to a dynamical change of the
transition matrix element. For this configuration the nonrela-
tivistic and relativistic kinematical factors are practically equal
for large region of S-values (see Fig. 3). For SSS about 30% of
the total effect is due to a decrease of the relativistic kinematical
factor with respect to the nonrelativistic one (see Fig. 2).
The cross sections in these particular configurations are
rather stable with respect to exchange between modern NN
forces, combining them or not with three-nucleon forces [15].
Due to that relativistic effects seem to explain the small and up
to now puzzling overestimation of the 65 MeV SSS cross sec-
tion data [16] by modern nuclear forces and can account for the
experimental width of this QFS peak [17].
At higher energies selectivity of breakup allows us to find
the configurations with significantly larger relativistic effects.
In Fig. 4 this is exampled at ENlab = 200 MeV and the predicted
effects of up to ≈60%, which are mostly of dynamical origin,
seem to be supported by the data of Ref. [18].
The selectivity of complete breakup is gradually lost when
incomplete reactions are considered. In the total nd breakup
cross section the effects disappear. Integrating over all availablecomplete breakup configurations provides nearly equal rela-
tivistic (90.25 mb at 65 MeV and 43.37 mb at 250 MeV) and
nonrelativistic (91.12 mb and 45.41 mb) total breakup cross
sections. Also integrated elastic scattering angular distribution
(71.25 mb and 9.33 mb—relativistic, and 71.40 mb and 9.57
mb—nonrelativistic) and the total cross section for the nd inter-
action do not reveal significant relativistic effects. This shows,
that the discrepancies between theory and data found in pre-
vious studies at higher energies for the total cross section and
elastic scattering angular distributions, which remain even after
combining NN potentials with 3NFs, have to result from addi-
tional contributions to the 3N force, which have different than
the 2π -exchange character.
Summarizing, we showed that selectivity of the complete
breakup reaction enables us to reveal in 3N continuum clear
signals from relativistic effects. Existing breakup data seem to
support the predicted effects, when the relativity is included
in the instant form of relativistic dynamics. Precise complete
breakup data at energies around 200 MeV are welcome to fur-
ther test these predictions. The QFS breakup configurations due
to their large cross sections and insensitivity to the details of nu-
clear forces are favored for this purpose.
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